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Abstract 

This paper addresses the Search For Meani~tg in Grief; by attempting to examine two 

theoretical perspectives: Franki's Seorch for Memitzg and Douglas Hall's 7heology o f ~ h e  

Cross. These two models serve as paradigrns for different polarities, in critically reflecting upon 

the grief expenence. By exploring the psycho-therapeutic and theological issues raised by both 

Frankl and Hall, weaknesses and deficiencies in one are eEectively addressed by the other, 

resulting in a more holistic model for grief rninistry. 

I begin by exploring the perspective of Victor Frankl where such topics as thefreedom of 

the udl ,  the wdi to meaning, the discovery of menr~ing, as weii as the meanilg of love and 

sifferirig are covered. 

The discussion on Douglas Hall attempts to outline his contextual theology in addressinç 

the search for meaning. 1 examine his theology of the Cross as well as his Christology as they 

relate to suffering in grief His model serves as a particular demonstration of God with ifs by 

focussing upon Divine self-identification and present care with those who gneve. 

The purpose of this study is to reflect upon and critique these two sources, using them to 

inform pastoral practice. The aim, in this process, is to draw conclusions in order to become a 

more effective pastoral agent to those who grieve. 
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So much of our C U ~ N ~  attempts to deny loss and its ensuing grief. And yet, much of my 

professional life in police work and later in ordained ministry has involved ministering to people in 

the midst of real crises and grief It is because of this exposure, that 1 have become more and 

more curious about the dynamic between bereavement and spirituality. Our cdtural response is 

ofien to relegate pain to the private and personal r d m  of understanding. Grief, in predominant 

Western thinking, is generdy seen as something "you get over". Our language about grief 

confirms this through the fiequent use of statements such as - "How are you doing after your 

loss? Don't worry. Things will get back to normal in no time". 

The purpose of this project is to investigate, in a hermeneutical method, the search for 

meanit~g  NI grief- 1 will attempt to do this by exarnining two theoretical perspectives: Victor 

Frankl's Search for Meaning/Logo!herapy (emphasizing creative potentiaI and future hope) and 

Douglas Hall's Theology of the Cross (emphasizing cornfort and consolation). These two 

theorists, although very dserent in their philosophicaVtheological emphasis. in dialogue with each 

other. can effectively address weaknesses in the other, and serve as paradigms for two different 

polarities in understanding the gxief process. Through this study, I wiii attempt to refrarne the 

search for meaning in grief and cntically reflect upon and challenge my own assumptions, and 

thus, learn to be a more effective pastoral agent to those I encounter in the rnidst of grief, 

supporting, upholding, encouraging and fostering hope. 

Among the various roles clergy are cded upon to fulfil is the role of pastoral counsellor. 

Aithough it is safe to say that most clergy don't have the same degree of expertise as trained 



therapists (and it is for this reason that clergy need to gain awareness of these issues and a 

knowledge of their own limitations), they are, however, generally well trained in the resources of 

Scrïpture and the traditions of the Church. Through these strengths, they are ofien called upon to 

assist people in their discovery of meaning, particularly when they are grieving. 

A. Definition of Terms 

i) Inclusive Language: In the writings of Victor Frankl, and to a lesser degree Douglas 

Hall, there is the dated inclusive use of male pronouns in reference to humanity. i recognize that 

this convention is no longer acceptable in English usage, so in my quotations fiom both Frank1 

and Hall, 1 use brackets around their use of male pronouns, to signie that this language applies to 

ail people. 

ii) Loss and Grief: The kemel of this discussion wiil be applicable to a variety of losses 

including the more serious aspects of bereavement. Physical death is the culmination of a Iife fùll 

of many deaths or losses. Life equals relationship. where death is separation. The experience of 

death is perhaps the most universal human experience. In the Greek New Testament, the word 

qoilimi is used by Jesus to refer to death. This tenn has a wider content than the mere death of 

the body, which is nekros. This is an important and yet subtle differentiation, reminding us that in 

life, we experience many deaths and many losses. 

When people are confronted by loss, a sense of order and purpose is disrupted and a 
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se& fur meanzng begins. Loss in îhis paper is def'ined in its broadea sense. as the loss of 

someone or something which is precious. Loss is often spoken about in its more severe 

manifestations, but it is recognized that ail losses are included in this definition. The stress from 

loss ofien causes the individual to question hisher assumed values, sense of order, and the way 

hdshe perceives the character and nature of God. This process of searching for meaning is a 

joumey synonymous with life, because in We, we continually leam, reconsider and reshape what 

we may have previously held to be certain. 

OAen people will impute an overall purpose to why death or loss happen in the first place. 

In an attempt to put order into chaos, many will Say such onaliners as, "things always happen for 

a reason". Such statements display an extreme view of God's sovereignty that leads to a belief of 

God in absolute control, ovemding human free-will and orchestrating caiamity. It is an 

assumption in this paper that God is not pernicious. The created order has a fallen nature to it and 

things are simply not perfect. Recognizing these realities, Hall's rheology of the Cross affirms that 

God joins us in Our human suffering (1976). Frankl's mode1 logotherapy afirms that even in the 

midst of this suffering and ioss, there are creative possibilities both in that moment and in the 

future. This creativity should not be viewed exclusively in terms of "task" but rather as an 

orientation or attitude, which Frank1 maintains is truly transforming. Even though we encounter 

grief and loss, there is within that expenence, the hope of positive creativity for the future (1959). 

iii) Spirituality: Part of being fully human is being open to the spiritual dimensions of life. 

Fr& rightly emphasizes that humankind has this spiritual dimension which he describes as 



conscious, pre-conscious and sub-conscious (1955). Human beings are spiritudy created and 

have within them both a capacity and a need to be in relationship. This capacity can be non- 

conscious and, although a person can completely disregard the possibility of a divine relationship, 

God nevertheless is active and searches hem out even if they are not aware of this prevenient 

grace. In other words, people experience spirituai questions, needs and desires even if they are not 

consciously aware of being engaged in that process. 

iv) Meaning and Hope: According to Frankl, the searchfor meaning is a primary process in 

life and not a secondary result of attempting to explain instinctive drives. Meaning is not only 

derived from experience, but something that c m  confi-ont experience. Meaning in Our lives, 

therefore, is not something which is invented by ourselves but rather something that we discover 

and can corne to a deeper understanding of, through expenence. Meaning making is important 

for Frankl because meaning is what wiIl motivate people to endure suffering with a sense of hope. 

Hall derives his theology of hope fiom his rheolog)r ofthe Cross. He maintains that hope is 

derived fiom the Incarnation and net fiom what Frankl calls "meaning-making". Hope, then. is 

not the result of human activity but rather the Divine activity of self-identification with human 

suffering. Therefore, entering into the experience of grief would be essential in finding the risen 

Jesus who is present to those who suEer (Vanier, 1988). 

Dunng his tirne in a concentration camp in World War II, Fr& found that those who 

had a sense of meaning in their lives were more apt to survive. He went on to rejea the narrow 



psychology of his day which focussed only on social transaction and did not try to deal effectively 

with the need for meaning as a motivation. 

B. Conclusion 

AU death is experienced as loss in that someone or something that has given a sense of 

meaning and definition has been taken away. Our sense of self is therefore challenged in relation 

to significant others, social systems and to God. The experience of loss has a way of opening 

basic questions of meaning to the suwivor like, "Why is this happening to me?", "Where is God 

in the midst of this?", and "If God is so good, why do I hurt so badly?" Loss is a universal 

experience, but it is manifested and experienced by each individuai very personally. The gnef 

experience and how one processes that grief will be uniquely contextual, in relation to a variety of 

variables such as personaiity, experience, family of origin, religious traditions, cultural contexts 

and economic realities. Loss has a way of engaging and triggering us on al1 of these Ievels and 

ultimately causes us to question previously held assumptions. We feel loss as an emotional and 

psycholoçical shock and its failout cm often produce social, economic, personal and spiritual 

changes. 

What about human relationships to God? What about the spirituai dimensions of loss? 

How can individuals and families move through this experience in such a way as to l e m  new 

things about self, each other and about God? How does the experience of loss affirm or correct 

our notion of what really marters? What will hold as having ultimate meaning? How can pastoral 



care during bereavement bring a person and a family into a closes, deeper relationship with God, 

with self, and with others in the relational system? 



t 

Chapter One - Victor Frankl: Meaning and Meaning-Mnking 

He who has rr w& zo h e  c m  bear olmosi mty h m .  
Nietzsche 

During my initial research for this projea, it was suggested that 1 might read some Victor 

Frank1 and apply some of my hdings to the semch for meaning in griej: I was overwhelmed by 

his story and the experience he went through while a prisoner at Auschwhitz. 1 could see 

applications of his model, not only to therapeutic relationships, but aiso to theological reflection. 

Although Frank1 tends to downpiay a theological consciousness within his model, it is very much 

there. In applying Frankl to a purely non-theological se& for memzi~ig. one can only go so far. 

It is Frankl's mode1 as applied within the context of Christian theology that interests me most. 

According to Victor Frankl, the capacity for meaning-making is the mon findamental and 

basic element of our hurnanity. Frankl focusses his attention on two aspects of human nature - the 

fkeedom to WU, and the wil1 to meaning (1969). These two pillars affect the way one would apply 

Frank1 in rninistry to grieving persons. Frankl is highly positive with a high regard for human free- 

will and potential, regardless of the conditions in which persons may find themselves. It is this 

positive view of free-will that forms the basis for his sense of agency in people; the creative 

possibilities in the present and future for every person. Applying Franiù to grief ministry is 

positive overall, but it does have some limitations which can be effectively addressed by the use of 

Hall's theology of the Cross. 1 will begin by outiining the strengths of Frankl's model. 



A. Freedom of the Will 

For Frankl, what is basic to human nature is fke-wiii. Any approach to therapy and to 

ministry (hermeneutically), that does not begin with a respect for the person's fieedom, will de- 

humanize and abuse that person. Stemming fiom this paramount view of &-wil, Frankl disputed 

the prevailing wisdom of his tirne that individuah are primariîy determined by psychological 

"instincts", "drives" or even their "social contexts". This doesn't mean that Frankf sees people as 

free from these infiuences since "(man's) fieedorn is no fieedom from conditions but rather the 

fieedom to take a stand on whatever conditions might confiont (him)" (1969, p. 16). Frankl 

contends that human beings are free and, therefore, responsible for how they respond to 

conditions, and are ultimately capable of discovering and fulfilling meanulg. Frankl suggests that 

North American society has lost this important balance between freedom and responsibility. 

"That is why 1 recommend that the Statue of Liberty on the East Coast be supplemented by a 

Statue of Responsibility on the West Coast" (Frankl, 1959, p. 109). The potential for the present 

and the fiiture is rooted in a sense of fieedom and responsibility. 

Although not a theologian, Frankl uses categories appticable to theology . Nevertheless, 

in applying fieedom of the will to the grief experience, Frankl would hoId that in the midst of pain 

and suffering, there is stiii the potentiai and possibility for growth, creativity and hope for the 

fùture. 



i) Capacity for Self-Detachment: Frank1 bases fieedom of the will upon what he refers 

to as the human capacity for "self-detachment", which he observed in fellow prisoners in 

concentration camps during World War II. It was in places like Auschwitz that Frankl witnessed 

people who, despite horrible conditions, were able to remain objective about their circumstances, 

displaying both humour and heroism. in these camps, Frankl fonned his view around the human 

capacity to be "itee" in spite of physical and psychological conditions that rnany believe could 

"determine" a person's character, attitudes, and behaviour. Reflecting on his expenence, Frankl 

formed his belief that a capacity for self-detachment fiom one's circumstances is crucial in 

exercising human fiee-will. In this sense, Frankl sees that, although people may suffer, within that 

suffering, there are (redemptive) possibilities for both the present and the future. 

For Frankl, the sense of hurnan "fieedom" cornes fiom a person's willingness to be 

responsible for his or her attitudes and responses to situations in which they find themselves. This 

is key in understandmg how to apply Frankl to grief ministry. He would see a possibility while 

descending into the experience of grief, to transcend the conditions of grief. This is not to Say 

that this transition is easy, or ever complete, or even that people don't need time to grieve, but 

rather that there is a possibility for growth and re-engagement over time. 

ii) The Noological Dimension: This capacity for self-detachment demonstrates that there is 

a dimension of the self which makes it possible to nse above one's circumstances. This is what 

Frankl calls the Noological Dimension. People exercise this dimension by standing back and 

reflecting upon themselves and their experience. The NoologicaI Dimemion gives people the 



capacity for self-detachment and it is this capacity that rnakes fkeedom, responsibility and 

ultirnately the discovery of meaning possible. The Noological Dimension is what makes people 

truly human. 

Sigmund Freud held that the conscious and unconscious aspects of a person are primarily 

important. The unconscious contains repressed drives, instincts and impulses. The task in therapy 

then, is to reclaim these repressed impulses. In Freudian thinking, there is communication fiom the 

conscious to the unconscious parts of the psyche. Frankl suggests that the real question is whether 

sornething arises fiom the psychological-bioIogica1 dimension, or from the Noological Dimemiotl. 

"Authentic existence is present where a self is deciding for (himself), not where the id is driving 

(him)" (Frankl, 1973, p 27). In therapy or in ministering within the grief process, one should be 

attentive to this NooIogicuZ process in order for understanding and growth to happen. 

When 1 read Franki, 1 got the sense that he had somehow inhented "muscular Christianity" 

with its emphasis on "doing" and "overcoming". But upon closer examination, Frankl is clearly 

more concerned with attitude than behaviour. Frankl doesnlt see his Noological Dimension so 

much as an instrument to Iay blame at the feet of victims or those who suffer, but rather as a 

mode1 of restoring fkeedom, dignity and creative potentiai. Applying Frankl to grief rninistry has 

to be done selectiveIy and with sensitivity. Over time, there is the possibility for growth through a 

grief experience, but this potential should never become the dominant motivation to those who 

walk with the grieving. PeopIe, particularly in the beginning stages of grief, need to be supported 

and comforted. 



Although Frankl accepted the psycho-therapeutic wisdom of his day with its emphasis on 

drive or actualization theory, he wamed against thinking strictly in these terms because, in doing 

so, one can make a misrepresented assessment. For this reason, he adapts three models developed 

by Max Scheler which progressiveIy represent truer pictures of hurnan wholeness. 

Frankl's "Models of Human Wholeness" 

Pre-Conscious 

Un-Conscious 1- 

Conscious 

Pre-Conscious 

Un-Conscious 

, Spiritual 

Psycho- 
Physical 

. Spiritual 

Psycho- 
Physical 

From: The Unconscious God. Frankl, 1975, p. 291 



In Frankl's opinion, Model I misses the spiritual dimension of human beings entirely. 

Model II is an irnprovement in that the "who" of what the person is (ie. spiritual centre), is 

surrounded by the psycho-physical layers. As Franki puts it " ... the person 'has' a psycho-physical 

overlay, whereas the person 5s' spirituai" (Frankl, 1975, p. 28). It is only when these 'layers' are 

gathered around the spiritual centre, as in Model Iü that integration and wholeness takes place. 

The spiritual eIement, then, is at the very core of a hiiman existence. It penneates al1 other 

aspects of Iife surrounded by the psycho-physical. The core and its layers extend through the 

levels of conscious, preconscious and unconscious. Understanding then, can be conscious, 

preconscious, and unconscious. This explains Frankl's belief that there is a spiritual unconscious. 

Theologïcally, this is an important point as it affims that, although a person may not think that 

they have an orientation toward spiritual matters, it is sornething that is nevertheless part of what 

it means to be imately human. Applying this principle to grief ministry, the one rninistering may 

notice a heightened sensitiviîy toward God on the part of the bereaved, even though the bereaved 

person may not be aware of it much less able to articuiate it. 

B. The Wiii To Meaning 

i) Self-Transcendence: Another pilIar of Frankl's understanding of what it means to be 

human is what he calls the wifl to meaning. "What I cal1 the Wl to meaning' could be defined as 

the basic striving of (man) to find and fiilfil meaning and purpose" (Frankl, 1969, p. 35). The will 



t~ meaning happens because of our uniquely human capacity for self-transcendence. This is 

unique because, unlike animais who are bound by their environment and instincts, hurnans have 

the abiIity to seif-transcend. Seif-transcendeme is the ability to transcend oneself toward others 

or toward meaning. "Thus, human existence ... at least as long as it has not been newotically 

distorted ... is always directed to something, or someone, other than itseK..be it a meaning to 

fiilfiIl, or another human being to encounter lovingly" (Frankl, 1973, p. 78). People of faith 

would understand this portion of human identity as able to transcend toward God and toward 

vocation. It is this dernent that can give a sense of meaning or purpose, even when hdshe is 

enduring horrible conditions. To paraphrase Frankl. even in the rnidst of grief and sorrow, there 

is hope. 

Frankl holds that what is basic to being human is not a Freudian notion of drives and 

instincts, but rather the motivation to chose against conditions, even in the rnidst of grief, loss and 

suffering. It is this capacity that cails us forward and helps us to consider the possibility of hture 

creativity and meaning. This is an important practicd application to those who rnourn because, 

although there is pain in los ,  there is also a hture hl1 of possibilities and potentialities present in 

the rnidst of the pain. These possibilities wiU become more recognized and dominant in the grief 

process over time. 

ii) Response to Other Motivation Theories: Fr& contrasts the will to rnear~irzg with 

three motivation theories which he views as dehumanizing and reductionistic - Freud's pleasrm 

or hornrostaticprinciple, Adler's starusprinciple, and MasIow's principle of self-acficalizalion. 



FrankI maintains that pleasure, power, and self-actualization do not ultimately motivate because 

they are not goals at dl, but rather by-products of, or the means to meaning. 

Freud maintains that an individual is motivated by the need to lower inner tension to 

maintain "an inner equilibnum which is calied homeostasis" (Frankl, 1973, p. 77). In other words, 

Freud sees human beings as en tir el^ motivated by a desire to reduce tension, unpleasant feelings 

and to satisfy needs drives and instincts. Franki agrees that these desires are present but argues 

that these things, in and of themselves, do not determine human behaviour. 

Seeing people as motivated entirely by these forces is dehumaniring, according to Frankl. 

It results in the "levelling of al1 potential human aims," and it "devahates every genuine moral 

impulse in (man.)" (Frankl, 1955, p. 36 ). It reduces acts of human kindness, bravery, and love to 

merely a desire to maintain homeos~aîis. Frankl holds that Freud's plemre prirlciple cant stand 

as a goai in its o m  right: 

Normally pleasure is never the goal of human striving but rather is, and must remain, an 

effect, more specificdly, the side effect of attaining a goal. Attaining the goal constitutes 

a reason for being happy ... But even more, one can not pursue it. To the extent to which 

one makes happiness the objective of (his) motivation, (he) necessarily makes it the 

object of (hk) attention. But precisely by so doing, (he) Ioses sight of the reason for 

happiness, and happiness itself must fade away (Frankî, 1969, p. 34). 



Adler's motivoron iheory states that individuals are motivated by the need and desire to 

anain status. Frankl dismisses this motiva~ion theory as being a "pardel" to the will to pleanrre, 

beiieving that such motivation is self-defeating. Status is nocmally oniy given to those who are 

genuinely trying to fulnl their meaning, not to those who are attempting to gain power. 

Individuais receive acceptance and respect as by-products of meaningrnaking. The paradox is 

that when people primarily pursue power or status, these usudy end up being withheld, for 

meaning cornes fiom the power of love rather than the love of power. To Frankl, the pursuit of 

pleasure, power and sesactualization, as ends in themselves, is a neurotic distortion. Those who 

pursue and achieve status for its own sake are not tnily healthy because they are acting in a way 

which is not basic to being human. Frank1 also sees power as something which is really a means 

to an end and not an end in itself (1969). Frankl uses the sarne argument against thepleasure 

prirzciple as devaiuating human motivation. For Frankl, happiness is not something which one 

pursues but rather something which ensues fiom meaning. 

In response to Maslow's motivation theory of serfuctuc~alation, Frankl's arguments 

follow the same Iines. The individu! discovers hidher full potential only as a by-product. It is 

rarely attained if pursued directly. Self-actualization happens in the process of pursuing goals or 

ideals. Frankl uses Maslow's own words to support his viewpoint: "Or, as Abraham Maslow put 

it, the 'business of self actuaiization' can best be carried out 'via a cornmitment to an important 

job' " (Frankl, 1973, p. 78 ). Franki contends that, in actual fact, the pursuit of s e ~ ~ c ~ u n / i z a t i o ~ ~  

is a distortion of the true human strive for meaning. People wiU end up centring only upon 

thernselves when the pursuit of meaning (that "important job" or goal or task) is not sought and 



fûlfilled. Fially, Frankl contends that pursuing self-achraIizution somehow wiIl not satise 

because it fails to realize an individuai's full humanness. There is a ciifference between the "search 

for meaning" and the "search for oneself': "The more one forgets oneseif- giving oneself to a 

cause or another person - the more human (he) is. And the more one is immersed and absorbed in 

something or someone other than oneselfl the more (he) reaJIy becomes (himself)" (FrankI, 1973, 

p. 79). 

When reading these words of Frankl, 1 can not help but think of the paradox in Jesus' 

teaching about those who, in seeking to save their lives, lose them and those who Iose their ]ives 

for Him, in actuality, find them (Luke 9:24). There is something truly therapeutic in having a 

larger context of meaning making, to give a sense of direction and purpose to one's life and 

context. 1 think that looking to this larger context is very helpfiil in times of grief and loss. 

Perhaps one of the most powerfbl motivating fiames of reference, would be the religious or 

theological context. Although Frankl does not enter the theological realrn, he admits that it is 

there and that often those who are conscious about this context have a real advantage in 

therapeutic progress. 

Such a process of meaning making can go far in supplying this larger fiame of reference 

to one who is in mourning. 1 was fùrther reminded of a man 1 once met who had lost his wife six 

months earlier and had recently decided to get involved in a volunteer project. He described to me 

that having a common purpose with others gave him a sense of meaning and served as 

"tremendous therapy" at the same tirne. This does not mean that we should recruit those who 



moum into work gangs in an attempt to keep them occupied every moment of the day, because 

this would do nothing to allow the person to mourn. Such actions could serve to suppress the 

grief process and not aüow the person to move through and experience their feelings. 

Nevertheless, such involvement and orientation away from self can actually help a person find 

themseives. 

Fr& sees these other motivational theories (Freud, Adler and Maslow) within îhe 

context of his concept of the wiII IO meanilrg. When the pursuit of meaning, rernains the pnmary 

concern, then pleasure, happiness, status, power and self-actualization will naturally flow as 

secondary results. These secondary results are seen by Frankl as being somewhat fleeting and 

temporary, whereas meaning has the ability to satis@ by fùlfilling a person over the long haul. 

iii) Meaning vs. Drive: Interpreting the will to memting as a drive suggests that human 

fieedom is limited. If we are "driven", then human beings are only seeking homeosrasis, which, as 

earlier stated, Frankl considers to be dehumanizing. He maintains that there is a big difference 

between beinç "driven to" something and being "pulled by" meaning. For Frankl, "rneaning 

hlfilrnent always implies decision making" (1969, p. 43). He doesnlt see his theory aboutpeedom 

ofrhc. wili and the will io rnemling to be a "relapse into preaching willpower" (Frankl, 1969, p. 

44). For him, vie do not yiJ the will 20 meanirtg, it only happens as meaning itself is discovered 

(Frankl, 1969, p. 44). Essentially, we do not make meaning as much as we discover it. 

I find this principle of Franki to be quite similar to the Christian understanding of vocation. 



Vocation is defined as a Divine " c d "  or a sense of "fitness". We usually understand this term in 

reference to an occupation or career, but it is much broader than that. Vocation has within it, a 

sense that God is constantly calling us forward to new challenges and discovcries. This cal1 may 

be in the rnidst of some of the worst circumstances and conditions that one could imagine. 

Christian theoIogy afFirms that even in the midst of suffenng and grie£, God is present, offering 

comfort and hope. It is precisely this reality of Divine a r e  for those who suffer, rnissing in 

Frankl's theory, that we see Iater in this paper is well developed in Hall's contextual theology of 

the Incarnation. 

C. Meaning in Life 

Frankl does not try to answer the meaning and purpose of the whole world. He does, 

however, admit that this is a real question beyond mere human understanding. Although Frankl 

in a way ignores the existence of ovenneanilg (Divine rneaning of the universe), he does see that 

belief in such a dimension makes a dserence in treating someone therapeutically (1971). 

Belief in a super-rneaning--whether as a metaphysicd concept or in the religious sense of 

Providence ... is of the forernost psycho-therapeutic and psycho-hygienic importance. As a 

genuine faith springing from inner strength, such a belief adds immeasurably to human 

vitality. To such a faith, there is dtimately nothing that is meaningless. 

(Frankl, 1955, p. 33.) 

Frorn a pastord perspective and with refèrence to Frankl, 1 wodd conclude that the realm of faith 



is important in helping people cope with the challenges of life, as well as encouraging life to the 

fùllest, both expenentially and existentially. 

i) Objectivity: Frank1 sees meaning and value existing as objective realities. In ot her 

words, what's considered to have meaning and value, isn't simply detennined by psychological 

needs. desires and unconscious motivations. While these dimensions exist, they don? take away 

from the fact that meanings and values have an objective dimension to them. Frankl accepts 

motivatiorzd theory but doesn't think it is an adequate explanation of values and meanings. 

According to one definition, meanings and values are nothing but reaction formations 

and defence mechanisms. As for myself, 1 would not be willing to  live for the sake of my 

reaction formations, even less to die for the sake of my defence mechanisms. 

(Frankl, 1969, p. 54) 

ii) Uniqueness: Frank1 holds that meanings are "unique", in the sense that they relate to a 

specific individual in a specific time and place. Meanings Vary according to the context of that 

person - social, ethnic, economic, religious and developmentd factors have a part to play . Not 

one person's Sitz-im-Leben (situation in life) is identical to another's, nor is their discovery of 

meaning identical. For Frankl, meaning is not relative but subject to personal perspective (1955). 

iii) Values: It is important to note that values are simply shared meanings. This doesdt mean 

that because there are universal meanings, we are individually free from having to make decisions 



and search for Our own meanings. There is stiil the task of "vaiuing" (choosing one value over 

another). Moral and ethical values may dSer and it is the individual who must decide according 

to his or her own conscience. A quote fiom Frankl wiil sum up his understanding of the 

objectivity of meaning: "Human beings are transcending themsefves toward meanings which are 

something other than themselves, which are more than mere expressions of their selves, more 

than mere projections of them selves. Meanings are discovered, not invented" (1969, p. 60 ). 

iv) Discovering Meaning: This leads us, £inally, to the definition of what Frankl calts mernriizg. 

He defines meaning as "what is meant, be it by a person who asks me a question, or by a situation, 

which, too, implies a question and caIls for an answer. I must try hard to find out the tme meaning 

of the question 1 am asked" (Frankl, 1969, p. 62). For Franki, the individual is in a sense, the 

"answer" to the questions which confiont him or her. 

Ultimately, (man) should nat ask what the meaning of (his) life is, but rather must 

recognize that it is (he) who is asked. In a word, each (man) is questioned by Iife; and 

(he) can only answer to life by answering for (his) own life; to life (he) can only respond 

by being responsible. Thus, Logotherapy sees in responsibleness the very essence of 

human existence (Frankl, 1969, p. 62). 

Responsibility then is a major concern for Frankl in his search for meaning. For FrankI, we are 

truly human when we make decisions or take actions in response to Our conditions. That is why 

being "responsible" and finding "meaning" are one and the same for Frankl (1 969). Meaning c m  

be found in the fiilfilment of being responsible. 



D. The Search for Meaning 

i) Conscience: Conscience is understood by Frank1 as the guide in the search for meaning. 

Conscience helps the individual discern what the "fitting response" might be when a situation 

presents itself, and helps discover how to answer questions of personal decision. Making decisions 

under the guidance of one's conscience is what responsibility is aii about (1975). 

Conscience, like responsibility, is one of those foundationai aspects of what makes us 

hurnan as it is rooted in the unconscious and, therefore, ultirnately fiee fiorn being "determined". 

Conscience is not a part of the superego, since it cm contradict the very noms and morality 

which the superego is thought of as protecting (1969). 

Frankl sees conscience ultirnately fiee fkom the determining factors of instincts or drives. 

Conscience isn't just the superego or mernories of what parents taught us. For Frankl, 

understanding conscience only in psychological terms falls short of the complete picture. We need 

to see it in terms of "its nature". There is something about conscience that is open to 

transcendence. Conscience needs an objective standard, a to what which lies beyond itself (1 975). 

Therefore, it is impossible to speak about being in dialogue with one's conscience because in 

redity, this discussion is oniy with self. This so-called dialogue is really oniy a kind of 

"transference". For Franki, the conscience fùnctions in reference to something beyond it. For 

people of faith, this other would most often be God, but Frankl fails short of identwng God as 

that reference point. 



In a red sense, our human responsibleness is rooted in and connected to conscience. 

Responsibility is meaningiess without understanding to whaf we are responsible." Just as 1 can 

only answer if 1 am first questioned, just as each reply requires a "to what", and such a "to what" 

must be prior to the repIy itself, so the "to what" of al1 responsibleness must necessarily be pnor 

to responsibleness itseif" (Franki, 1975, p. 58). 

From this we see the role conscience plays in discovering and MIling our unique 

meaning. At one point in his writing, Frankl states that responsibifity can not be understood apart 

fkom meaning; "the specifk meaning of a human life" (1971). The impiication of the above is that 

the word heard fiom conscience is in fact a response, a responding to questions which life itself 

puts to us. Conscience guides us in responding and taking responsibility for Our lives (1971). 

ii) Specific Task: The experience of being questioned by life is central to understanding 

responsibiIity and meaning in our lives. h is the basis of what Frankl speaks of as the doch-iile of 

~ h e  ~pecific fnsk (1971). According to this idea each person and situation is unique. Within the 

unique person and situation, value c m  be found by responding to the dernands made upon us. 

Value is discovered not as sornething which comes fiom us (subjective projection), but has an 

objective contextual realiry. We discover objective value in our actions in concrete situations. In 

each situation, there is an appropriate response. This does not mean that there is necessarily only 

one task, one way to £ind value. As the questions of l ie  change, so our situations of life change, 

the demands change, and our sense of responsibility changes. Tasks Vary fiom person to person 

and from situation to situation, but the important thing is fûlfilling our own task (197 1). 



iii) Three Kinds of Values: Frank1 contends that in every situation, one has fkedom and 

therefore responsibiity to seek meaning. Frankl sets forth three groups of values: crealive, 

experiential, and attitudinal. These are the three principle ways in which one cm find meaning. 

For most people, questioning the meaning of their existence is responded to by creative vaftres. In 

this context, Iife's task or assignrnent involves accomplishing one's job, or utiIizing one's abilities 

to the fùllest in creative ways (art, music, etc.) or working for a cause, a mission. However, 

should this avenue for finding meaning be cut off for some reason (for exarnple, one retires, or has 

an inhibiting illness) one is still responsible for realizing meaning in life. This cm be done through 

what he cails experiential values. This refers to finding meaning through experiencing other 

persons, the beauty of art, music and even nature. Of course, it should be noted that we probably 

al1 find individual worth and rneaning through both ways. This is why Frankl speaks of our 

responsibility for finding meaning. Finaliy, even in those moments of life when both creative 

values ana expcriential values are cut off, such as in loss or bereavement, Frankl would contend 

that we stiH have fieedom to take responsibility for Our Iives and to find meaning. Frankl calls this 

arrirrrdinal vahre. Frankl knew this expenence himself in the concentration camp where he 

experienced some horrific conditions. This third group ofvalues, then, concerns the stand we take 

toward unalterable conditions, and more particularly towards suffering; how we face our 

bioloçical, psychofogical, and sociological contexts. The courage and dignity with which we face 

this represents what Frankl considers to be among the highest of human values. From this 

standpoint, as long as a person has consciousness, one has responsibility to find rneaning for one's 

life (1971). 



iv) Temporality and Siogularity: We humans are mortal and one day we d l  die. This 

reality affects our understanding of meaning according to Frankl , or as he wodd Say, we 

understand our meaning in terms of "temporaiity and singularïty" (1 97 1). 

One is responsible in relationship to the " the"  aspect of life. One does not exist in a 

timeless state in which rneaning can be reached whenever one gets around to it. Instead, we have 

a responsibility in the here and now to decide to make decisions. We live in the ffow of time 

where meaning of specific moments and times in our Iife c m  not be reclaimed once they are past. 

Some day, we are al1 going to die. This adds to our responsibility to redize the possibilities which 

present themselves at this very moment. This is what Frankl calls the "fiagmentary quality" of Iife 

(197 1). Our sense of responsibility, therefore, will gmw as we become aware of "our time" and 

al1 that we have to discover, learn and accompIish. 

Along side the limitation of time is the sense of limitation of our own selves. We are 

imperfect. This does not mean that we are therefore not responsible. The fact that I have strengths 

and weaknesses, for example, means 1 c m  make a unique contribution to the whole that others 

cannot. Because 1 am limited, 1 depend upon others for those areas of my weakness to be 

fulfilled. Our human limitations make for interdependence and the importance of each member of 

the community. Here Frankl, echoes Pau1 in his analogy of the church being a body which has 

different rnembers aîi having different gifls (1 Cor. 12: 129. Because we are interdependent, each 

member of the community has value and worth. We cm transcend ourselves in relation to others. 

My individual limitations make me unique fiom the rest, and at the same time provide me with a 



need to be finked to others. We see an avenue for this needed link present within the gathered 

body of faith known as the church. Ideaily, this is a fùnction that the church can supply. People 

are relational and have a need for communiiy which they should be able to  find in the church. 

For Franlci, this sense of cornmunity is important and should never overshadow the 

individual and his or her value. The community provides a fiamework for meaning, by providing 

avenues for fulfïiment. "The meaning of the community is constituted by individuality, and the 

meaning of the individual by community" (1971). There is a real difference for Frank1 between 

belonging to a community and being a lost face in a crowd. A community is composed of 

persons who maintain their individual uniqueness, and as a result, their responsibility. If we see 

ourselves as members of a narneless society (where a sense of community has effectively been 

deconstructed by that society), our individudity is effectively taken away fiom us - thus we 

become irresponsible and "faceless" . 

E, The Meaning of Love 

Humankind has, at its very core, the need to be "in relationship". The paradox in the need 

for community is that this need contributes to how we form our identity as unique individuals. 

This relational "script" in our human nature is pariicdarly me when it cornes to the need for 

intimacy with others, especially significant others. In love, the acfualizution value is complet el y 

passive and we experience being loved as something wtiich we receive without labour or effort. 

Love in its purest form is what is demonstrated to us in the theology ofGruce (197 1). Love, like 



grace, is unearned, unmerited and even unattainable but rather conferred upon us as a free gifi. 

This gifi, then, is the result of God's advity and not our own. While we are called to respond to 

God's initiative through faith, this is in itself a gift. Prevenient grace is something that initially, and 

in the final analysis, we are completely passive in receiving. This is the radical nature of grace - 
fieely given t O be freel y received. 

Frankl uses the parallel of grace as an archetype to describe how love ideally should 

function within human relationships. He admits that this paralle1 to Divine love is seldorn if ever 

attained, but nevertheless serves as an ideal for human intimacy. He demonstrates this parallel by 

applying it to his thesis that humanity has a physical-psychic-spiritual dimension. The first layer is 

the sexual which concentrates on appearance and what one can receive From the object of one's 

affections. Frankl rightly points out that this is a rather selfish notion of love, where the object of 

one's affection is reaily oneself The next on the continuum is the erotic, which Frankl sees as 

distinctly difTerent fkom the sexual. The erotic interest, although having a physical element to it, 

permeates into the psychic layer, where the object of the affection is the other's psyche. The third 

possible attitude is "love" itself. where the person is able to look through these two other aspects 

of the loved one and corne into real intimacy, a relationship with the other's spiritual being (1955). 

This is interesting as it approximates, with some distinct differences, the classical Greco- 

Roman notion of the three loves: Eros, PMio and Agape. Eros is the kind of love that is 

physical with an orientation toward the "inner person". It is also understood to be similar to what 

Frank1 views as the second stage of love, the psychical. P h i h  is the love of fiiendship and Agape 



is perfect love, the kind of love that God has for us. 

Love, for Frankl, involves entering into relationship with the personality of the beloved 

and dl that rnakes that person unique. It is not necessarily a negation of the senial and erotic 

aspect of the "ioved one", but it is an orientation towards the uniqueness of the partner's spintual 

core. "The tnte lover does not 'care about' particular psychic or physical characteristics 'of' the 

beloved person, (he) does not care about some trait that (she) 'hast, but about what (she) lis' in 

(her) uniqueness" (Frankl, 1955, p. 109). Frankl holds that the spirituai core is the object of what 

is tme love. It is a relationship involving this h e r  orientation that causes peopie to form 

attachments for prolonged periods of time. This attachment generally outlasts physical attraction. 

In the death of a loved one, a person experiences shock and grief because that person who 

had been the object, as wetl as the source, of that love, has been taken away. Even though there 

is pain and loss through death, one would not want to have rnissed the opportunity of having had 

the relationship. Mouming is therefore a by-product of loving. 

FrankI sees love not in ternis of an emotionai condition but rather an intentionai act. Here 

1 found a great deal of theological interface with the mode1 of Divine love. God's Iove for us, as 1 

understand it, is not "feeling" based, but "attitudinally" based. We can see God's love for us not in 

sentimentality but in action. In the Incarnation, we see that God came to us in our condition, 

reconciling humanity to God through the work of Christ. Love, then, in human relationships is 

sirnilarly not so much a feeling but an action. C. S. Lewis echoes this in his book, Mere 



Cbristianity in which he writes, "Love in the Christian sense, does not mean an emotion. It is a 

state not of feelings but of wilI, that state of the will which we have naturdy about ourselves, and 

must leam to have about other people" (1958, p. 1 15). It is this attitude, a being for, a regarding 

of, an orientation to another, that Franki sees as the essence of love. This attitude and action of 

the will would by no means be seen as neglecting or relegating self to a secondaxy importance. 

Rather, Ioving another unconditionally and with regard to their singular uniqueness, has within it 

both freedom and self-a&mation. 

Because of the intense and most intirnate attachment to the spiritual core of another. love 

can outIast the death of that other person. Although the person's physicai forrn is gone, there is 

still often the comectedness to the other person's spiritual core (1955). It is because there is this 

spiritual connection that people need time to grieve the death of those they love. They did not 

love that person only for their physical attractiveness nor were they mereIy infatuated with them. 

Some fom of intimacy was established. Love outlasts death, because, for Frankl, the object of 

that love was not really the body in the first place. In loving, one gives to the other and so 

paradoxically comes into a greater awareness of self 

Fra& is not against physical attraction or erotic expressions of love but rather is carefiil 

to add that "these things work as by-products of love rather than a means in which to achieve it ... 

The sexual element is not prhary; it is not an end in it self but a means of expression. Love can 

exist without it, but where renunciation is called for, love wiii not neçessarily cool or die" (Frankl, 

1955, p. 122). True Iove does not need the body for arousal nor fiilfilment, though it makes use 



of the body for both. As a culture, we tend to forget how unimportant physical attraction is, at 

ieast in the long term. 

Frankl challenges the notion that one has to be in an intimate relationship in order to have 

meaning in one's life. "Ifa person is neither Ioved nor loves another, that individual can ail1 corne 

to meaning" (Frankl, 1955, p. 1 13). Theologically, of course, this is challenging because God is 

the one who "loves the world" and has a desire to be in a loving relationship with those whom he 

has created. Because God is the great lover of humanity, no one is unloved. 

F. The Meaning of Suffering 

Earlier in our discussion, 1 spoke about Victor Frankl's three kinds of values. The first 

category comprises those which are "actualized by doing" or, in other words, creative values. The 

second category, eqeriential values, are merely passively acquired, experienced through 

mediums Iike art and music. The final category discussed at~itudimi values, which are actualized 

whenever a person faces an un-alterable situation. From this h e - w o r k ,  Frankl holds that human 

life can be fulfilling not oniy in creating and experiencing, but aiso in abiding with an expenence. 

Applying this to grief rninistry, there can be Mfilrnent in suffering or grief This does not mean 

that Frankl is a sadist, but rather that he sees that there can be "value and dignity to many things 

independent of the success or failure which may attend them.. . Lack of success does not signifL 

lack of meaning" (1955, p. 85). 



Generally, 1 think that this is something with which we in Western society wrestle. We live 

in a culture that worships "success" as defined in terms of the "hdth  and wealth" theology of 

personal peace and afnuency. But, pleanire in itself, is incapable of supplying meaning. 

" . . . in creating, (man) actuaiizes creative values; in experiencing, expenmentai values; and 

in suffering, attitudinal values" (Frankl, 195 5, p. 86). Frankl maintains that beyond attitude, 

suffering has a meaning in itself. Emotions cm reveal to us things that our intellect cannot. Grief 

has a reflective, redeeming quality that can be very heaiing. From the point of view of "common 

sense", it doesntt make sense to moum for someone because that won? bring them back. 

Nevertheless, in grieving, we are abe to continue a "processing relationship" and, in a sense, bring 

that loved one back fiom "empincal time" to help us in our "inner time" (Frankl, 1955). In 

grieving, there is an oppominity to make past events fhitfûl for one's own inner growth through 

reflection and self-awareness. 

Suffering can also, in a sense, be redemptive for Frankl as it can function in the same way 

that physical pain does by sewing as an indicator of bioloçicai illness. In the psycho-spiritual 

realm pain can also function in this way (1955). Pain of a psycho-spintual nature can indicate a 

psycho-spiritual condition which needs to be attended to in order to promote health and well- 

being in the person. Here 1 would iike to sound a note of caution. Although 1 see the value in 

reflection, 1 think we need to be careful in doing so in order that we don't perpetuate what 

Virginia Satire would describe as bZme stance, (where an individuai "takes on the identity" of 

blarning others for tragedy) or super re~o~lsible stance (where a person takes on responsibility 



for tbings they are not responsible, such as another person's tragedy) (1991). Interpreting 

suffering as somehow deserved carries with it its own theological pitfalls which do not take the 

Biblical record seriously. Likewise, an unhdthy dwelling on the past can not bring back a loved 

one or recreate the past. Cre~tiveZy valuzng in the past is limited because it cm not change the 

past, only our perception and understanding of it. 

When al1 is said and done, suffering is synonymous with life for "in the midst of Iife, we 

are in death "(Anglican Funeral Liturgy, Book of Alternative Services, p. 576). F r W  echoes this 

by saying that suffering and death are as much a part of Iie as birth and health. Ultirnately, 

suffering and death cannot be removed fiom life without destroying its meaning. To subtract 

trouble, death and suffering fiom life would mean stripping life of its form and shape (Frankl, 

1955). The troubles that life offers serve a two-fold function - they shape our lives when it is 

necessary to endure them "...suffering produces endurance, endurance produces character, 

character produces hope and hope does not disappoint us, because God's love has been poured 

into our hearts through the Holy Spirit that has been given to us" (Romans 5:3-5). In this point, 

Frankl and the apostle Paul are in agreement. Frankl is not advocating suffering for its own sake, 

or that we should be looking around in a kind of sado-masochistic way for things to go wrong and 

to suffer in order to be more dive. Every situation hofds out the opportunity of shaping values, 

be they creative or uttaudinal. Frankl maintains that this "endurance constitutes a moral 

achievement only when such suffering is unavoidable" (1 955, p. 90). 

Here we can pick up an essential element of Frankl which distinguishes his logotherap)l 
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fiom the conventional psychotherapy of his day. Psychoanalysis aims at making a person more 

capable of experiencing pleasure, while iogotherapy with its emphasis on rneunhrg making 

attempts, among other things, to help people face suffering by actualizing aztirudinal vahes. 

G. Conclusion 

Victor Franki is relevant to the pastoral care of the grieved although 1 hasten to add that in 

its application, a degree of pastoral sensitivity is required. The greatest strength of Frankl's 

paradigrn is also his greatest weakness, and that is bis sense of personal agency. Frankl holds that 

people are fiee but, with that fieedom, they are also responsible. Even in the rnidst of the crippling 

conditions of personal tragedy and sufkrhg, such as one experiences in the grief process, Frankl 

maintains that the individuai is stiIl fiee to make rneaning. There is, of course, a problem here if 

we dont remember the context of Frankl's high view of responsibility. For Frankl, the persan's 

own meaning is what is important. This is why Frankl believes that, aithough a person may be 

suffering, there is still a possibility for that person to have a sense of meaning and, as a resuIt, a 

deep sense of well-being even though they may by physicaily or emotionally hurting 

Frankl maintains that it is not the conditions that drive us to despair, but rather Our 

reaction to these conditions. 1 accept this to be tnie with a great deal of caution. The danger in 

the extreme is to slip into preaching "WU-power" or "muscular Christianity" to people who find it 

difficult to "stand up to the conditions of their grief', such action c m  end up blaming victims and 

those who suffer as being somehow deservuig. When applying this to ministry with those who 



grieve, one could do a lot of damage. 1 think the challenge, in tems of heIping a person regain a 

sense of agency, belongs in grief rninistry, but oniy d e r  a great deal of consolation and when that 

person is ready to move on. What can more readily happen is a situation in which the person who 

is ministering to the bereaved can react out of their own uncomfortableness with grief and convey 

that they want to somehow a be with the sorrow in the moment. 

1 have found it interesting that Frank1 refers to his theory as logothercpy. This, as he 

explains, is concemed with assisting people in meanirig-making. The Greek word logos literally 

rneans "word" and has the connotation of "meaning". The word logos is mentioned several times 

in Scripture as being the Word made flesh in Jesus Christ. When put into perhaps simplistic terms, 

meaning can be detected and confkned when discovered in its divine and eternal perspectives. 

If we share an assumption that God is loving and in the business of redemption (and that 

things will one day get better), we will be able to find the strength to carry on, even in the midst 

of loss. 1 am not preaching false hope, but rather a sense of present and fiiture hope that deals 

seriously with the reality of present conditions whiIe, at the sarne time, sees God's ability to 

transcend them. Frankl's logotherapy or search for meming focusses on assignrnents and 

meaninçs to be fùlfilled in the future, as weU as in the present. FrankI's s e a h f o r  meaning centres 

upon a process in which people are invited to refocus on questions of meaning as rooted in 

positive assumptions about human potential. The goal is in no way to burden people with a hyper 

sense of responsibility or to blarne them for circumstances that are beyond their control, but rather 

to help them discover what their life task is. This process helps people become aware of what they 



truly yearn for at the core of their being and assists them in actualiting it. Theologically, this 

would be seen in terms of vocation, to help the person becorne more aware of what God may be 

calling them to be and to do. God is good and there is the promise of new life, new birth and new 

creative possibilities even in the midst of pain and sorrow. True meaning in grief is found not only 

by looking at self as an isolated individual, but rather as one who is in relationship with the "to 

what" of others, causes, ideas and uhimately, God. Frankl's searchfor meaning assumes that true 

meaning cannot be found in "seif-actuaiization" or "fdflling drives". True meaning cornes only 

fiom transcending self to the "to what" of meaning, which I contend ultimately is God. 

Even in grief and suffering, this fiame of reference has a pIace of importance. For Frankl, 

suffering ceases to be suffering when the one who is suffering finds meaning and purpose. 1 think 

that Franid is ont0 something, but 1 a i t h  this with a note of caution. Such a view couId lead to a 

hyper view of God's sovereignty where people suffer because God somehow orchestrates it. Such 

a theology cm lend itself to al1 sorts of abuses, Such an abuse, for instance, would be a notion 

that those whom God realiy loves don? suffer, or that if one were reaHy "right with God", then 

calamity would not happen. Such a theology of "health and weaith" does not deal seriously with 

the Biblical record. The next chapter of this thesis wiil pick up some of these themes. Douglas 

Hall stands as a corrective to some of the problems that couid be derived fiom Frankl's paradigrn. 

Conversely, Frankl also stands as a corrective to Hall. These two theorists, aithough seemingly 

worlds apart, actually speak weil to each other's weaknesses and fil1 out the search for meunitg in 

grief: 



Chapter Two - Douglas Haii: Theology of The Cross 

For the message of the cross is foolishrress to rhose who are perishing, 
but IO those of us who are being saved, iir is the power of G d  ( 1  Cor. 1 : 18). 

Up to this point, our discussion has centred around the se& for meaning in grief as 

derived from Victor Franki. It is this search for rneaning that makes us uniquely human. m e n ,  as 

1 have noted before, this seurch for rneaning becomes apparent in a person's life when going 

through an experience of loss. It is precisely during these tirnes that previousiy held assumptions 

are tned, tested and reshaped. Often it is in the grief experience that we see the hand of God 

reaching out to us- And it is in these moments that wr can become more sensitive to and aware 

of our CO-creative potential with God. 

No theological discussion of the search for meaning in grief would be complete without 

speaking about the mystery of the Incarnation. As Christians, we affirm that God became one of 

us, walked with us and, by the power of the Holy Spirit, is present to us in al1 that we face. God 

became one of us, took on flesh of the Vigin Many, and was crucified for us under Pontius 

Pilate. The crucifixion, then, is central to Christian theology both in tenns of the atonement, but 

also in the stark identification that God makes with us in our human condition, a condition which 

includes suffering. As John Webster States, "in Jesus, God Incamare, God identifies himself with 

us in the particular person of Jesus ofNazarethU (1983, p 11). 

Sdvation, then, in the broadest sense, means that in Christ, we ~ d e l i v e r e d  fiom evil and 



are being delivered fkom evil. This deliverance was bought for us, as the apostle Paul asserts, by 

the Cross of Christ. Readers of the Gospel story can see that the Cross was something that Jesus 

willingly submitted himself to, though he went through his own "garden" experience. In 

Gethsemane, Jesus experienced what it was like to ask that the cup wouId p a s  fiom him. In a real 

sense, Jesus' experience of the Cross began not on Calvary, but at Gethsemane where he pondered 

something that he wouid not humanly want to encounter. This is why we ho1d that the Cross not 

only is the instrument of our saivation, but also the sign of God's self- identification with us in Our 

human condition. 

It is this aspect of the rheology of the Cross that is most pertinent to Our discussion. To 

understand just such a theology of the Cross, 1 turn to Douglas Hail, a professor of Theology at 

McGill University in Montreal who has spent his career exploring a contextual understanding of 

the theology of the Cross. This contextual reality focusses on understanding the Cross in light of 

human experience. We humans experience being "crossed" daily; grief and loss are but two of the 

things that we would not choose for ourselves, things that "cross" us. 

Hall's focus is on what the Cross means for those who suffer. He tends to view this 

suffering from a North Arnerican political and social standpoint. Hail contextualizes (primarily in 

social and political terms) the Cross without abandoning classical categories, and adapts them to 

his theology. 



A. Theology of the Cross 

Hall's theology of the Cross concentrates on seeing the Cross as symbolic of the human 

condition. He doesn't see the theology of the Cross only in reference to the doctrine of rhe 

atonemmt but sees it more as a faih posture (1 989). He even goes firrther to Say that the 

thedogy of the Crus  is a way of understanding what Christian theology is ail about, seeing the 

Cross as a symbol of something more far-reaching; essentially as a way of understanding the 

whole content of €hith (1976). 

Hall does not focus on individual expenence. In others words, his approach to the Cross 

is not its "micro" application in individual lives, but its "macro" application, specifically as it 

relates to systems and societies. He sees the Cross as a sign of "solidarity" in which God 

identifies with broken creation and seeks to heal it. For Hall then, participation in society's 

problems is part and parcel of theology (1989). 

In reading Hall, 1 got a strong sense of an influence of the "social gospel" tradition in 

which there is a high emphasis on faith having a social and even a political focus. Hall sees the 

Cross mainly in terms of its societal contextual application. Politics then, for Hall, is an area for 

the Church to engage in and comment upon. He sees a need to address "context" in order for the 

"scanda1 of the Cross to be heard and understood today" (1989, p.335). Hall doesn't abandon 

classicai categories but sees theology as historically rooted, engaging in classical concepts and 

understandings. Theology for Hall must have both traditional and contemporary ways of 



understanding. Hall sees God as both transcendent and incarnational, although hjs emphasis is 

upon a present application of the Incarnation. 

The tensions in question may then be stated as follows: while the core of the Christian 

message (kerygma) is discontinuous with human experience, the message is nevenheless 

obviously intended for human beings and must therefore in some way be, or become 

continuous with their expenence (Hall, 1989, p.327.) 

Hall's fheology of the Cross focusses upon the Incarnation where he sees the Cross as the 

sign of God's self- identification with humanity. Hall doesn't speak much of the Cross in terrns of 

"atonement". God then, is not so much the God who stands above dl, but rather the "God of my 

condition". To truly hear the message of the Cross, Hall maintains that one needs to look at 

societal context, in order to hear the relevance in the story. We c m  extrapolate fiom this view an 

application, not only to wider systemic processes, but also to individual experiences such as grief 

1 would be miss, however, not to Say that Hail is a Little wary about a more "grass roots" 

application of the Cross because it is then in danger of being privatized and "used only for 

persona1 interest" (1989, p. 327) Hall's theoiogy of the Cross focusses on the Incarnation as 

showing solidarity with humanity, in the universai sense. 

i) The Incarnation: "The theology of incarnation is and remains a theology of the 

Cross, for it proclaims a God whose wiii it is to be with us, where we are (Immanuel)" (Hall, 

1976, p. 12 1). The Lncamation shows "God's abiding c o d t r n e n t  to the world" (Hall, 1989, p. 



25). Hall definitely focusses upon Christ's humanity although not at the exclusion of his divinity. 

He speaks of Christ's humanity not so much asperfet but real. For Hd, this focus on "real 

humanity" is what makes Christology beiievable. This is a great strength to emphasize with those 

who mourn - that God in Christ experienced life as less than perfect. Certainiy, Jesus did not live 

a theology of "health and wealth", but experienced al1 of what humanity suffers. This solidarity 

with humanity can be lost, according to Hail, through a theology of g l o ~ .  

ii) Reality of Suffering: Hail sees the "majority Christian emphasis" in North 

America on trivmphulism as almost denying the crucifixion. For Hall, theology is authentic when 

it has a willingness to speak of, as Paul would say, Jesus Christ and Him crucified. The rheolop 

of glory, which tends to focus on the Easter "event", cm downplay the Cross. For Hall, Christ's 

tnumph can function as a way of rernoving the church's theological interest from the problems of 

the world. Applying this logic to the grief expenence, an overemphasis on the resurrection could 

serve as a denial of suffering and loss as well as a denial of God's present care and identification 

with those who suffer. It seems to me that here is perhaps one of the greatest strengths of Hall's 

p a r a d i p  which serves as a corrective to Frankl. Frankl's emphasis on meaning with its 

understanding of hope can serve to usurp the grief process, attempting to fast forward people 

through their experience of loss. An example of this usurpation could be a hneral service that 

oniy celebrates the deceased person's tife as a gifi from God and speaks of the hope of the 

resurrection to eternal iife, while at the same tirne ignoring that fact that people are suffering loss. 

Such a denial of grief is blatantly abusive to the suffering of the deceased person's loved ones, and 

serves to deny the legitimacy of theu grief It is in such moments, that the desire to be 



triumphalistic can ignore God's present care to those who moum. 

The Incarnation and the Cross clearly idemi@ God with humanity in the real world of real 

conditions in which we Iive. Hd sees the outfiow of this "soiidanty" as haWig politicai, social and 

econornic ramifications for both the church and society. Not engaging with either the problems of 

the Church or the culture in which we find ourselves, buys into what Hall refers to as exit 

theology, which centres upon a future eschatology ( 1 985). I see this approach to grief ministry 

as attempting to "rescue" people out of their grief by speaking ody about the resurrection without 

attending to the pain of those who suffer. An over-emphasis upon resumection, particularly 

dunng the acute stages of grief and loss, c m ,  in effect, serve to negate feelings and fninrate not 

only the grief process but, be perceived as a complete invalidation of a person's experience of 

grief 

Hall sees the tendency not to want to speak about suffenng and loss as rooted in "the 

officia1 religion for an officially optixnistic society" (1976, p. 73 ). For Hall, the Church's true 

identity is discovered when we enter into "solidarity with the suffering" and identifi with those 

whom Jesus became incarnate. For Hall, the Church is called to be a society of beggurs having 

solidarity with those who beg (1976, p. 152). Seeking solidarity with suffering humanity is a 

mark of the Church. Hall sees the Church, and those in it, as needing to admit to their own 

brokemess and not to pretend to having "glory". This way, the Cross is a symbol of what is 

encountered by ali people that suffer (1976, p. 12 1). Again, 1 think that Hall has hit the mark 

here. The Cross has tremendous power in identiMng God as Immanuel, not only in a completed 



work of substitutionary sacrince, but ais0 in the "here and now" of our expenence, including the 

expenence of pain and loss. 

B. Outflow of the Cross 

The rheology of the Cross does not celebrate the world's status quo, and it certaidy 

eschews the brand of "reaiism" which is simply fataiism in disguise; but it is marked by a 

detexmination to be entûely honest about the evil and negation that is "there" in 

existence, and to work out its strategies of hope only in dialogue with the suffering that 

is consistent upon that evil and negation (Haii, 1989, p. 28). 

Hall, it seems, has a tendency to view the Cross almost exclusively as a political event 

which has an outflow for structures and political systems. This application at the "macro" level 

has its positive reality in seeing the structure and political causes to injustice. "Rather than face the 

darkness, our society scumes franticaily about, tryïng to find some little candles to dispel the 

darkness" (Hall, 1976, p. 222). Hall would prefer that specific problems be addressed in their 

larger context rather than having "band-aids" applied. The problem is that "the light that is offered 

is mostly artificiai, for we have not exposed ourselves to the darkness" (Hall, 1976, p. 222). For 

me, Hall's emphasis on "macro" contextual realities is both his strength and his weakness. Hall is 

"bang on" to relate the cross to the wider realities of our sociaLeconornic system. The problem in 

doing so is a perception of being incongruent with more imrnediate relational syaems and 

personai needs, such as one would encounter in the grief experience. Although I affirm his view 



of the systemic realities of society, for the purpose of thiç paper, I have focussed more on t i is  

application to a "micro" systemic content. Although the Cross cals for poiiticai change, it also 

calls for creative change on a more irnmediate personal IeveI where people c m  move through their 

journey of grief 

Optimism is a word of caution for Hall because of its political implications. He holds that 

North Amencan culture generally, and Christianity more specificalIy, have tried to be 

"optimistic". The church in this optimism has actually CO-opted into perpetuating injustice and the 

denial of suffering. In pastoral counselling, however, one will ofien look for the strengths within 

the system in order to build upon them and restore a sense of personai agency. In other words, 

optimism is a key quality in rninistering to someone in grief while admittedly, in so doing, we can 

sometimes deny a person's present experience of grief. 

Hall believes that people should be encouraged to "enter the darkness" of their "condition" 

because it is there they will find Christ and him crucified. "Christ is the one who meets us in Our 

own darkness and death" (Hall, 1976, p. 149). Like the psaImist then, Hall acknowledges that 

there is nowhere one can flee fiom God's presence. God meets us in our suffering and offers us 

hope, not only toward creative fiiture possibilities as Fra& would emphasize, but aiso the hope 

of strength to face the next moment. 

This entering into darkness is something which again is more readily seen on the "macro" 

level for Hal, but ais0 cm be applied in a more irnmediate relational system. We have to listen to 



what is beuig said by those who sufXer. Listening helps us first recognize those who saer  and 

then respond to them. We need also to iisten to what Hall refers to as rradition in which he 

includes both the tradition of the Church and Scripture itself. There is much to be heard fiom 

Scripture in the area of hurnan grief and Ioss, stories where people are given strength and hope in 

the midst of their pain, as weii as hope toward fùhtre possibilities. Its also important to Iisten to 

the Christian cornrnunity where there are many people within the body of Christ who are hurting 

and in need of being attended to. 

Hd sees these sources as heIping us not only to be present to suffering but aIso to help us 

to discover what it means to be tmIy human. The problem for Hall is the fact thar the social voice, 

the voice of the dominant culture, tends to dominate these other voices. This dominant voice 

tends to deny suffering by speaking about h.iurnphuIism, using images and themes of power. 

Hali has many difficulties with this m u e r  or pmer image of humanity. This, to Hall, is 

another reason for our inability to enter into suffering as triumphalism can ofien lead to violence 

and war (Hall, 1976, p. 83-4). Needless to Say, Hall doesn't have much use for the image of the 

Church "mditant" or for the image of confiict both within Scripture and in particuIar hyrnns. 

[Don't ask Hal1 for a rousing chorus of "Onward Christian Soldiers"!] The image of (man) as 

rnaster has what Hall refers to as the "smell of death" on it (1976, p. 163). 

Hall also sees triumphalism as tendig to lead to "technocratie "attitudes towards human 

life and sociai relationships (1976, p. 85). Hal refers to this as the Chrzstendomparc~digm which 



assumes that the purpose of the church is to solve problerns or cure human faults. This, too, is 

something that Hall sees as rooted in gloy theology, a system that assumes one can fix al1 

problems. The tmth is that we cannot fix everything, nor is God in the business of ordering the 

universe according to the desires of any specific individual or group. Sorne may feel that God's 

task is to keep order, whereas God's order may mean dis-order for us. 

Positivism based upon the view of Christ as victor can, in its extreme, deny the theolugy of 

rhe Cross. In concentrating upon a theology of gby,  according to Hall, we fail to take seriously 

the evil that exists in the world (1976, p. 205). Posifivism tends to encourage people to think of 

themselves as having a fdse sense of agency which, in its extreme, can lead to a view that 

humanity is the master of the universe. " We are neither good enough nor wise enough to be 

masters" (Hall, 1976, p. 164). 

This sense of being "mester" is death for both the individual as well as the relational 

system. This sense of "master" breeds not only a desire to master self but also to master others, 

which works against honesty with self and a sense of community with others. Having to master 

ourselves can foster a stoical approach to the grief process and so halt the journey toward healing. 

Hall sees this failtire quite clearly in humanity's attempt to master the planet rather than 

demonstrate the Biblical notion of dominion or care (1989, p. 219). "Unless (man) turns fiom 

mastering to serving, £iom grasping to receiving, nom independence to inter-dependence, (he) 

will simply not last very long on the face of the earth" (Hall, 1976, p. 170). Hall, 1 think, is on 

the mark here where he suggests that what is needed is to give up this notion of having to master, 



for another notion of being honest with ourselves and with ot!xrs. Again, this too has its more 

imrnediate relational application in fostering intimacy and community, two conditions which 

enable healing in grief and loss. Haii refers to this admission as a theology of beggars that is 

willing to admit that human beings are not truly capable of independence but rather are created to 

live in relationship. Hall's theology of the Cross sees people as beggars and invites others to make 

this sarne identincation. Here again, there is great application to those who grieve; we don't have 

to appear to have it ail together. Ideally, we c m  be honest about our grief with self and with 

others. 

i) Implications of the Cross: The way towards Resurrection is through the Cross. Easter 

follows Good Fnday. Without the Crucifixion, there would have been no Resurrection. Christ 

rose from the grave oniy &er facing and moving through the Passion. Bob Deits articulates this 

well in his book Life After Loss that "the way of grief is not around it, or under it or over it but 

through it" (1988, p. 62-65). This willingness to experience the joumey is in itself usehl  at every 

stage. Hope is seen when failures are faced. Pain is acknowledged and death is experienced. 

Hall sees this as having a "macro" dimension in heuhg the voices of those who are marginalized. 

Nevertheless, it is also equdy applicable in a more "micro" experience of death and loss. He 

refers to opîzmistic theology as "officiai Christianity" which tends to deny negative experience. 

Official Christianity not only failed senously to question the spirit of audacity but 

provided religious sanction and a theological rationaie for the belief in (man's) mastery, the 

lirnitless range of (his) authority, and (his) own potentiai as the crown and jewel of 



creation. From the fiontier pulpit which gave (man) (the white man!) the right to 

dominate and possess nature (including those "lesser breeds without the law") to that 

secular theology which celebrated (man's) emancipation fiom sacred cows and holy trees, 

the general impact of the Christian religion on the life of this continent has been to foster 

and undergird the technocratic image of (man) (Haii, 1976. p. 2 15). 

The church, in Hall's paradigm, is primarily concerned with society and transforming it, 

although here again 1 also see his fiamework as having equal application in more imrnediate 

relational systems. Hall has harsh words to Say about the church "escaping" into etenml ~heologv. 

1 think there is another word of caution to grief rninistry in focussing ody on eternal life. Ln 

doing so, we can deny the need for those who are left behind to grieve and experience the Cross. 

This same thing is true for those who are suffering in any manner. Focussing oniy upon etemal 

life can deny the present reality of suffering and, more senously, can deny the presence of Christ 

with the person in the here and now, as they go through the "vale of misery". The church's job, for 

Hall, is to name darkness while listening for and being aware of hope. 

C. Christology 

When 1 read Hall's Christology, 1 was struck by the fact that it seems to be directed more 

toward process than content. Hall begins with the concept of revelation and holds that God has 

been self-revealed in a particular person, in a particular place and in a particular time as Christ 

Jesus. The big "but" for Haii is that many in the church fail to recognize the implications of the 



Incarnation. Hd doesn't seem to have much time for the notion of God's transcendence and views 

this as potentiaily being a projection of an image of what we think we would like God to be. In 

other words, the danger is that we can make an image of God in our own image. Hall would not 

see Christ so much as ascended and glorifieci but rather as cnicified. For Hall, the crucifixion is 

incongruent with triumph. This is the heart of his theology of the Cross (Hall, 1989, p. 408). Hall 

highly emphasizes Christ's hurnanity and His work upon the Cross almost to the extent of 

excluding other important elements of His Me as weIl as His nature. Perhaps one of the reasons 

that Hall does this is to emphasize the reievance of present human experience (suffering) to 

Christian theology. The down side to Hali is that he metaphoricaiiy Ieaves Jesus on the Cross and 

his functional story of the passion ends with the crucifixion and does not seem to have any space 

for the Resurrection. 1 see this as ultimately hopeless, although Hall rightly emphasizes hope in 

the immediate. 1 believe that a theology of the Resurrection is congruent with the griefjourney, 

oEering a unique perspective for the future, while at the same time not denying the reality of the 

present. Perhaps this apparent bias within Hail can make more sense in his societal context in 

focussing people on the need for transformation of society rather than putting hope off for the 

future. 

Hall sees Gad not oniy as revealed but dso as reveaiing. He sees that relying upon 

reveded faith tends to lead to a theology of glory, wwhich has those pitfalls we previously 

discussed. Haii's theology of the Cross challenges us to ponder the hidden as well as the 

revealed aspects of God. It assumes that there is more to be Iearned about God while much is still 

hidden. He sees this as a strength because it encourages Christians to be humble in their 



assumptions about God. 1 see a great strength here, particularly in grief mlliistry ,where a non- 

expert aance is adopted and we can accept not knowing the answers or where meaning is hidden. 

i) Fait h: For Hall, faith cornes fkom the reality of the Cross, but it is a faith without 

triumphalism. HaU sees the theoiogy d t h e  Cross as a theology of beggars. The Cross teaches us 

to trust God in Our aruggles and fears, yet this trust is incompatible for Hall with a theoZogy of 

g h y  Not surprisingly, Hall does not spend a whole lot of t h e  speaking about fùture hope or of 

an etemal perspective. This, 1 think, has a lot to offer in response to the "health and wealth" 

gospel currently so popular among defuna high-profile television preachers. A strength of the 

Cross is that it helps us to experience defeat and despair, knowing that God is with us. People 

without security are beggars, and in the light of the Cross, we are dl beggars. A beggar's faith- 

while lacking in security, has at the sarne time, an openness to new and creative possibilities which 

has its definite application to grief rninistry. 

ii) The Atonement: The ciifference for Hall between the theology of gioy and the 

~heohgy of lhe Cross is in the way salvation is viewed. In the g I o ~  theology, salvation is a final 

resolution while Hall sees salvation as God with us, a presence of God which can help us to 

endure suRering. Atonement in glory theology is concemed with the "full perfect and sufficient 

sacrifice, oblation and satisfaction for the sins of the whole world" (Book of Comrnon Prayer, 

1962, p. 82). Hall much prefers a notion of the Cross as an archetype for what we face in life. In 

classical atonement understanding, the Cross is something that has reconciled us to God and in 

Hall's theology of the Cross, the Cross is seen as a central syrnbol of God's solidarity with us in 



our condition. 1 tend to hold both as equaliy tme and important. The strength of Hall's paradigm 

is that it emphasizes God's present care and concem in our suffering. 

1 fhd Hall's view of the Cross to have a great deal of strength in his emphasis on divine 

identification, for surely this is part and parcel of what the incarnation means. But at the same 

tirne, 1 find it chaiienging to my own Anglican theological p id  which tends to emphasize the 

Cross in a forensic way, the strength of whîch emphasizes salvation as the result of divine activity 

and not as a result of Our own effort, or as Anseim of Canterbury stressed, "Christ's death as 

complete payrnent for a debt humanity was compIetely unabie to pay" (Hal 1, 1986, p. 13 5). 

Although 1 af£irrn Hall's understanding of the immediate intimacy of God, 1 find his downplaying 

of divine transcendence as ignoring an equaily important and hopeful aspect of the divine nature. 

Hall tends. in a practical sense, to leme Jesus on the Cross as mentioned earlier. It is the liturgical 

tradition, particularly in the eastern church, that every Sunday, the Resurrection is celebrated. 

While 1 concede that fast-forwarding to "Easter" can, in a sense, deny the process of "Holy 

Week", surely "If Christ h a  not been raised, your faith is futile ..... If for this Iife only we have 

hoped in Christ, we are of al1 people most to be pitied" (1 Cor. 15: 17-29). 

Nevertheless, God's identification with suffering peopIe is relevant in the here and now. It 

is God's love which can aiter our view of our conditions, and that love is most vividly expressed 

in the suffering on the Cross. 

1 cari aiso see room here for problems as we place too much emphasis upon seeing Jesus 



as victim. In North Amenca, we have in some ways becorne a culture of victirns. While it is 

most assuredly true that people have been victimized not only as individuah but dso in larger 

social systems, concentrathg on identification as a victim can cause a person not to stand up to 

their conditions and find a sense of fieedorn and responsibility. Here is perhaps one of the greatest 

stren,oths in Franki's response to  Hall. Freedom is exercised within the context of responsibility. In 

such a paradigm, people can be ernpowered to change not only conditions but also their own 

response to conditions. This has a powerfùl CO-creative aspect to it. 

The problem with Hal! is that theologically, he tends to go so completely toward the pole 

of suffering that he forgets the Resurrection. Part of the mystery of the Incarnation is that Christ is 

also other than human. Since the council of Calcedon, the church has affirmed that Christ is both 

fully hurnan and fully divine. This divine self-identification with our suffenng is tremendously 

powerful not only in its present contextual application but also in its reference to fiinire creative 

and redemptive possibilities. It is this understanding of creative hope echoed in Frank1 that "fills 

out" Hall so well. 

The strength of Hall's theology is that it places God right where suffering people are. For 

one who is encountering grief, Hall has sorne very powerfiil thhgs to Say about God's love for us 

in Our circumstances. We hear in this paradigm the truth that Life is not dways easy or pleasant 

and that we need to acknowledge our own grief and be present to the grief of others as God is 

present to us in Our saering. This image emphasizes the reality that God is not always going to 

"do" something when we suffer, but is, and will be, present to us. Hall's theology of the Cross 



ernphasizes that God is with us and God is for us. 

D. Conclusion 

Hall tends to have a ChRstoIogy which centres on human nature and his theology seems to 

be oriented toward poiiticai and social ethics. The weakness in this seems to lend itself to a kind 

of hierarchical theology that tends to Iook at people in the general rather than in the specific and 

views solutions as something rooted on the "macro" level. Nevertheless, his emphasis on non- 

triumphalistic faith seems to open a path for discussion and listening. His rheolûg): of beggnrs is a 

great image. Hall emphasizes the Cross in terms of process rather than content which, dthough 

it has pulled up some great strengths in the Christian tradition, tends also, at the sawe time, to 

push down others. Nevertheless, at the end of the day, we see most dramaticaily demonstrated for 

us in Hall that God is with us, and, in grief and loss, no one thing is perhaps more comforting and 

hopeful for the moment than this. 

I am sure that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities, nor powers nor 

height, nor depth, nor anything else in dl creation will be able to separate us frorn the 

love of God in Christ Jesus our Lord (Romans 8:38-39). 



Chapter Three - Implications for Pastoral Care 

Ifl say, "Surely the akrkness s h l  cover me, and ~he Zig& mound me becornes night, " 
even zhe darrbtess is no! &k fo you; the rzight is as brighr as the day. for darkness is us 
ligh IO you. Psdm 139:ll-12 

In atternpting to construct a spirituaiîty of bereavement, a good place to begin is with the 

grief experience itself The anguish and affliction of loss, the sense of imbaiance and shattered 

expectations are mingled mystenously with a sense of wonder in what can be a spiritual encounter 

with God. We see, in a sense, Our own mortality next to the immortality of God. 

When someone dies, there are dways many unanswered questions. OAen these questions 

can act as a catalyst for spiritual growth and creative possibility, but they can act also as an 

inhibitor to faith. We have seen in the preceding chapters that a person's theological~philosophical 

orientation can impact upon these questions and, more specifically, how they see God as active or 

passive in the event. Hall's rheology of the Cmss is helpful here in his Chnaological understanding 

of God rith us. Within the experience of grief. we can mysteriously encounter God's enduring 

presence in the midst of our pain and sorrow. This can be a time of great questioning and 

rethinking previously held assumptions. Hope then, for Hall, is not something which is fbture- 

oriented. Theologically speaking, Hail is no? oriented toward a "wait and see how good things are 

going to get" approach. Hall would not have such a future view of eschatology. Hope, for Hall, 

is primarily rooted in the present. This is not to Say that he does not cal1 for transformation, 

because he certainiy does. Rather, God's abiding presence in the world and with those who 

suffer, is of primary interest to him. 



Hall nghtiy ernphasizes Biblical Gith as honestly dealing with the problem of human 

suRering. Both the Old Testament and the New, have at their very core, an honest poruayal of 

suffering. The Hebrew Canon is full of stories that face human uagedy head-on. The Psalrnist, at 

various points, larnents, in a fotthright rnanner, his experience of negation (Hall, 1986, p. 20). 

The New Testament fully portrays Jesus as the One who came for us and suffered under Pontius 

Pilate. Therefore, unless we are able honestly to face up to this reaiity of suffering, we wili never 

experience what grace is truiy about. A theology that too easily minimizes or ignores the reality 

of suffering is not rooted in Scripture, and is senously flawed. 

Frankl, on the other hand, c m  be interpreted as ignoring the reaiity of suffering. 1 don't 

think that this is his intention, because he does reference his theory to reaI pain and suffering, both 

his own and that of others known to him. However, 1 think it is easy to read Frankl with "rose- 

coloured glasses". He tends to focus upon meaning as being something which can be seen as 

devoid of context. In other words, Frankl's emphasis upon transcendent vaiues can be understood 

as almost ignoring the contextual problems with grief, or at Ieast minimizing them. 

Pastoral care at times of grief is critical in order to heIp persons address some of the 

questions they may have around suffering. It allows them to see God's present care and concem 

in the rnidst of suffering (rheology of the Cross), as well as the creative potential for present and 

friture memlitzg making (logotherapy). Such an approach takes the pain of loss seriously but is 

aiso open to redemptive threads within the person's story as they interface with story of the 

Gospel. Transformation and new life can emerge in the "letting go" of former things, dlowing the 



embrace of new We. In letting go, there is a process of negation, of being crossed, in 

encountering something that we would not choose for ourselves, but nevertheless encounter as 

part of life. 

Both theorists, as previously mentioned, fiindon as paradigms for two polarities within 

the grief process. In the initial stages of @et: support is needed to address the personal and 

social systems needs of those who grieve. Hall's theology of the Cross exemplifies comfort and 

support to those who are in initial pain and suffering, whereas Frankl's search for meaning can be 

used in a more predominant way with people who find themselves in the latter stages of grief In 

essence then, although this paper first examines Frankl followed by Hall, one would actually 

initially rely almost exclusively on Hal1 and later turn to Frankl's theory. Present care is more 

important than h r e  creative possibilities to a person who is in the rnidst of the initial shock and 

pain of loss. Pastoraliy, this irnpiies a great deai of sensitivity on behalf of the person who is 

rninistering to the sufferer. 

In John's Gospel, there is a passage which reads, "Uniess a grain of wheat falls to the 

ground and dies, it remains alone; but ifit dies, it bears much fruit" (John 12:24). Like the seed 

changing into new life, change in human life cm be painful; letting go can be painful. This process 

of change c m  express itseif in grief as we grieve and return to grief again and again. There is 

something in expressing our sorrow, pain and grief that can cause these things, over time, to faIl 

to the ground and die in order for new life to corne forth. Entering into suffering can be a joumey 

of growth and discovery about ourselves and God. The dual paradigms of God's present care 



and fùture meaning making are essential in the grief process. Hall serves to remind us of God's 

presence within this experience of N e f ,  while Frank1 ernphaslles our CO-creative potential. 

A. A Case Study 

The followi>~g case *dy zs a c o m m e  sketch designed for &monstration purposes ody. 
Any resemblance to reaZ persons &or known si~uations is entireiy co-incidental. 

It was the May long weekend and the grade eight students fiom the local Public School 

were havîng a car wash to raise money to go on a class trip. Ail seemed to be going well. There 

were more cars than could be dealt with and it becarne apparent that the class would benefit fiom 

having another hose. It was around that tirne that Christine's father came by to see how things 

were going and, upon hearing that another hose was needed, oRered to take his daughter home to 

pick up a new hose. So off they went to their new home in one of the city's new subdivisions, the 

sun glaring as they travelied d o m  the four lane road. 

There was another man driving on a different road which would eventually intersea with 

the one on which Henry and Christine were travelling on. Henry, the child's father, had no idea 

how bnght the sun was and how s m d  a stop sign was which guarded the intersection of their 

road with that other much smaller Street. The sign was so smaii and the sun so bright that the 

other driver didn't see it as he sailed through the intersection just as  Henry and Christine were also 

moving through it. In the twinkling of an eye, the front end of the man's car ploughed into the 

passenger side of Henry's van at fiil speed, killhg Christine instantly and sending the critically 

injured Hemy into a coma which lasted three weeks. 



The death of Christine Ieft a large hole in the family and with her loss came a series of 

events that lefi the family members numb. Henry's coma and loss of income put a severe strain on 

the farnily of five chiidren. Not knowing if her husband was ever going to regain consciousness. 

Susan buned their twelve-year-old daughter and had to cope the best she could with the needs of 

a young farnily, two in diapers. 

The doctors did not îhink Henry would ever regain consciousness. When he did, there was 

much relief. But an additionai burden was placed on Susan: it was the medical wisdom of the time 

that Henry be spared the shock of Christine's death until such time as he wouId be in a less critical 

state from his own severe head injury. Each time Susan came to visit Henry in the hospital, he 

would ask about Christine. Susan, obeying the doctor's advise, would Say that she was just fine. 

Finally, Henry lefi the hospital with the knowledge of his daughter's tragic death, a man broken 

both physically and emotionally from this experience. 

The family moved on under this incredible pain and loss, facing it individually with 

courage and with strength fiom their faith, knowing that one day they would see their daughter 

and sister again, hoping that one day the pain would stop. They did not grieve as without hope 

but neither did this expenence cease to generate questions and problems. The parents eventually 

divorced, a custody battle over the youngest children ensued, and every member of the family 

becarne isolated one fiom another - a situation which would never compIetely correct itself. 

Susan to date speaks of how she wondered at the tirne how her faith and her sanity could have 

endured such suffering. Twenty years later, she wiil still Say she doesn't understand why it 



happened, having retraced her steps since that fatefiil day, but is wiliing to let the questions go 

unanswered and move on, taking one day at a time. 

B. Where Is God In The Midst OF This ? 
A Theology of Suffering 

Where is God when it hum? Does God cause suffering? Where is God in suffering? These 

are al1 tremendously important theological questions which cannot be answered easily. It is at this 

point that Hall's ~heology of the Cros has perhaps its most potent relevance. The world in which 

we live is not an automateci, predictable environment, where things go according to a perfec~ plan. 

It is in this sense that Hall emphasizes Christ's reai nature and expenence. The beauty of the Cross 

stands as a stark reminder that, although we encounter pain and suffering in life, God has self- 

identified with suffering humanity. It is precisely at the intersection of the Cross that we can find 

God's presence. 

Hall maintains that the most important aspect of God's character is that God is present 

thase who suffer. The incarnation for Hall is the source of strength for those who grieve because 

it focusses away fiom a triumphalistic view of events, where there is a need to ignore grief and 

Our experience of negation. The focus shifts away fiom trying to appear to have it al1 together to 

experiencing and entering into Our sufferhg where we wiiI find the risen Jesus. The Cross for 

Hall is symbolic of our human condition. Henry, Susan and their family experienced that day and 

every day since the personal reaIity of the Cross. The chain of events unleashed that day still have 

their implications to the farnily and the mark of grief is still very much present within the system. 



For a h g  the ,  the parents, as weI1 as the children ask why without any apparent sense of answer 

to this question. This experience was for them both a test of faith and a confirmer of that faith. In 

their pain, they experienced Gad's presence and comfort to them through what was to become a 

very rocky road indeed. It is in this present care that they experienced the incarnate God, the one 

who carne among us and is with us in ail that we face. God has self-identified with suffering 

humanity. In Halh theology of the Cross, God is not so much the God of triumph as much as he 

is seen as the God of our condition. 

Hall criticizes modern culture for its emphasis upon trying to "make it al1 better". Hall 

points out that not evemhing cm be made aii better. We are not safe in the world from danger, 

loss and sorrow. God doesn't promise that we are going to experience a tife of "sunshine, lolly- 

pops and rainbows" ali the time. Susan and Henry discovered that things were not ail made 

better. The stress of their lives continued, Henry cuuldn't work afler the accident and there were 

insufficient socid programs to assist the family. Susan became the main bread-winner as well as 

caregiver of the rernaining five children. This was certainly a time when both Henry and Susan 

experienced a real and Iasting death. Their child was dead and the family system that had 

functioned prior to the accident was ais0 dead. The re-assignrnent of roles and responsibilities as 

well as the ensuing theme of guilt pIaced incredible strain upon the system fiom which it did not 

survive. 

The Family had a theological matrix of triumphalism where God helped those who helped 

thernsetves. Both Susan and Henry were immigrants fiom Gennany f i e r  the second world war 



and had brought wîth them a strong work ethic aressing ~e~re l iance  and control. Much of their 

theological grid emphasized self-control and prosperity- God's care and blessings were often 

associated with matenal blessing and the sense of agency and seEreliance that cornes fiom hard 

work and planning. hto this syaem came the events that would radically remove these elements, 

especially for Henry. 

Hall emphasizes that in the Cross, we are not intended to master ourselves nor our 

environment. We are not intended to master our emotions and feelings, but rather to have an 

honesty with ourselves and with others. Having to master ourselves denies entry into our grief and 

therefore usurps the grief process, denying the possibility of healing. Henry, like most other men, 

was not able to express his grief in a straight fonvard mariner but rather tried to be a model of 

self-control and reliance, even to the point of denying any kind of financiai assistance which could 

have been made available to him. Hall would emphasize here that hope would increase for Henry 

when he would be able to embrace the feelings of guilt and responsibility for his child's death and 

to acknowledge the pain around the accident. 

For Hall, what is tmly hopefbl and full of fàith is the model of the Cross which stands over 

and açainst the theology of glory that seeks to negate suffering. The strength of the Cross is to 

give us power to experience defeat and despair, knowing that God is with us. Henry, although 

not at fault in the accident d l ,  on some level blames himself for what happened. Susan, although 

knowing that the other driver was charged in the accident, aiso, on some level, blames Heruy for 

not having prevented the accident. Both Henry and Susan, with their strong affirmation of 



personal agency and seKreliance, on some level, feel they should have triumphed over the events 

in the accident and prevailed over the other driver and vehicle. 

M e r  the accident, there was linle in the area of support services for them. As al1 too ofien 

is the case, when the îunerai was over, those who lent support went back to their lives, and left 

the family with little support. Again it seems clear that within the cultural matrix of those who 

were in their circle, having something tangible to do for the family was important. If one could not 

do something for either Henry, Susan or the children, there was little point in even contacting 

them. The rheology of the Cross emphasizes that doing something is not always necessary nor 

helpful, but rather what is needed is to offer a ministry of presence and care. The aim of pastoral 

care in this paradigm is to help people to acknowledge their pain and reassure them that God is 

with them in al1 that they suffer. 

When people experience grief the church has a pastoral opportunity to be present to 

them in their experience, allowing them the space to ask questions as well as to seek answers. 

The best model, it seems at this acute stage of grief, is to be supportive and to lend a listening ear. 

In applying Frankl to this scenario, one would need to be highly selective and sensitive. 

Frank1 has within bis model highly positive notions of human fkee-will and personal agency, 

regardless of the conditions in which people find themselves. Although this can be tremendously 

creative, especially in the latter stages of grief, to apply this assumption to the beginning stages of 

grief would be catastrophic. Susan didnt need anyone a week &er the accident to corne dong 



and tell her about attitudiinal values or the orientation to keep strong. She was already getting 

enough of the self-taIk fiom her own cultura1 background. What Susan and Henry needed and 

indeed discovered through this hombie experience was a deeper sense of God's abiding presence 

and suppon. What Susan and Henry, as weU as the children, needed was to hear more about how 

God was with hem and to have that demonstrateci to them tbrough the carini concern of others. 

Free-will is what is considered basic to Frankl and because we have fiee will, we are, in 

theory, able to corne to a fonn of detachment fiom the circumstances we find ourseIves in. Now, 

Frankl is not preaching "wiI1 power" here or trying to lay blame at the feet of victims ifthings are 

not çoing well. Rather the intention is to see hope as related to positive attitudinal and actual 

possibilities for the present and the future. Frankl bases this understanding on what he refers to as 

the Noologicaldimemion or the capacity to rise above one's cucumstances. It is "attitude" for 

Frankl, that is essentid. Attitude is something that will help us to rise above our circumstances 

and restore fieedom and dignity to an individual. A positive example of this attitudinal orientation 

then in relation to Hail would be an orientation toward the Cross and an openness to the negation 

of experience. 

Caution is calied for here in reference to grief ministry. A high view of human fiee-will 

has the potential of being either very affimiing and empowe~g  or crippling and blaming. 

Celebrating personal agency in the latter stages of grief is more beneficiai than concentrating on 

attitude when people are in the initial stages of grief Although neither Henry nor Susan received 

this kind of talk fiom others, they did receive it fiom themselves. People, particularly in the 



beginning stages of grief, need to be supported and upheld, rather than be told to get over and on 

with it. 

Frankl holds that at the very core of human existence, there is a wiZZ to meaning or a basic 

sense to fiilfil meaning and purpose. We have a transcendent quality that helps us transcend 

toward meaning. For people of faith, we are invited to transcend toward God. The Christian 

Gospel affirms that even in the midst of grief and despair, there is hope. The quest for meaning, 

for Franki, is the ultirnate rnotivator. The motivationai theories of Freud, Adler and Maslov 

maintain that pleasure, power, and self-actualization are not ultimately rnotivating because they 

are not goals at ail, but rather by-products of meaning. 

Although the family often asked "why", it was not an answer but the joumey of 

questioning and searching that helped them learn more about themselves and grow in their faith in 

God, the one who was present to them. Frankl refers to a faith orientation as having over-meaning 

which contains a recognition of the religious sense of providence. He holds that within this 

practice, those persons who have had a religious orientation are most able to cope. Letting faith 

be operative in one's life can be challenging, affirming and encouraging. Henry and Susan were 

never the sarne after the accident. They and their children suffered terribly from the events that 

happened that day; they still grew in a positive notion of "God with them" through their pain. 

This was perhaps the greatest redemptive element, both had a strong theology of God being with 

and for his people, and this orientation and grid sustained them through the transition and 

seeming chaos that ensued fiom the accident. 



Frank1 does not see meaning making as a destination but rather as a joumey. Meaning is 

something that is discovered in various circumstances and situations. This is consistent with both 

Susan and Henry's experience. Aithough the event happened twenty years ago, it is aiil 

something which they l e m  fkom and process. Frankl sees that in discovering meaning, we are 

aided by three kinds of values - experiential, creative and attitudinaî. In the expenence value, we 

cm learn more about ourselves and others. Creative values involve fiilfilhg one's sense of 

mission in utilizing one's abiiities in working for a cause. Attitudinal values are cultivated through 

taking a stand toward unalterable conditions and towards suffering. Both Henry and Susan have 

experienced more about themselves and others. They are older and wiser from the experience but 

at the same time, would never wish such an event on their worst enemy nor be grateful it 

happened to them. They nevenheless can Say that they have leamed a lot through the experience. 

For Frankl, there is a sense that modern society has de-constmcted comrnunity as a value. 

Although there is a deep-seated sense within the human sou1 that needs relationship, society tends 

to emphasize individuaikm at the expense of community. This sense of need for community is a 

relational script within our very human make-up. 

Love is something which is rooted with our need for community. To be unconditionally 

affirmed and accepted is perhaps the most sought a e r  gift. Love is unearned, unmented and even 

unattainable and is conferred as a fixe g i f t .  Frankl sees love not so rnuch as an emotional 

condition but as an intentional act. Love, then, is not so much feelings based as it is attitudinally 

based. Because love is something which goes beyond the physical, there is a sense that love is as 



strong as death and love can outlast death. Anyone who has lost a loved can tell you that you 

never cease to love that persun even though many years may have passed and other persons have 

corne into your Me and take on previously held roles of the loved one. Love is the source of grief 

and this grief is the grief of loss and separation. Mouming is the by-product of loving 

Without the attachent and cornmitment that one has toward another who is loved, there 

is no sense of loss. Grief, then, is loss which is an experience relived and processed often over a 

lsetime. When someone you love dies, you never fûlly recover. Over time, the experience is 

processed and reflected upon, and, although the griever never tnily gets over the experience, new 

growth happens and they do leam to laugh again. 

Spiritzcality today is often defined as "a capacity for self-transcendence which gives 

integrity and meaning to the whole of life" (Odord Engiish Dictionary). The way this process is 

expenenced varies greatly according to one's own personality as well as religious and cultural 

contefis. In conternporary spirituality, perhaps there is too much emphasis upon an interior life of 

the inward persor! without reference to a larger context of spiritual meaning. According to 

Reçinald Bibby, we live in a paradox of faith in Canada because people have never before been 

more interested in questions of meaning. Yet, they look to organized Christianity and see an 

apparent disinterest in questions of meaning (Bibby, 1987). According to Bibby, people have a 

need for meaning and purpose and a desire to meet God within the pivotal passages of their lives. 

People are looking for a context for big questions to be addressed. Why is there suffering in the 

world? What is the purpose of life? (Bibby; 1993). 



These questions are ofien what d a c e  when we experience grief; when loss causes us to 

rethink some of our previously held assumptions. There is, 1 believe, a deep longing within the 

human hem to address these questions, particularly when personal and systemic homeostasis is 

upset. It is in these experïences of loss that this search for rnemzz?tg ofien heightens, and the 

potential to encounter God becomes for many, very r d .  Both Frankl and Hall have usehl 

elements to the search for meaning in griej 

The Psalrnist expressed this best when he penned, "Who going through the Vale of 

Msery use it for a well" (Psalm 84:6 Book of Common Prayer, 1962). Ofien, it is at Our lowest 

point that we as human beings reach instinctively for God as a child would cal1 out for his mother. 

1 have found both Victor Frankl and Douglas Hall to have their strengths in application 

to grief ministry. Perhaps in a simplied way, they function as archetypes for two contrashg 

ways of interpreting reality as well as understanding the nature of God. I have mentioned before 

the tùnction that these two theorist have in representing two differing polarities in both of their 

conceptualizations of hope. Frankl sees hope as something which is potential in its relation to 

creativity, whereas Hall sees hope as rooted in the present outflow of God's self-identification 

with suffering humanity. Frankl has the conceptual fiamework of transcendence, whereas Hall is 

oriented toward "God with us". 

Ln terms of the nature of Christ, Frankl, lends himself to emphasizîng the Divine, whereas 
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Hall's strengths seem to be in emphasizing Humaniry. This is not to say that both could not be 

used in seeing the other nature, but in terms of emphasis, they tend to gravitate toward either 

pole. Theologically, one could see Frankl as very much lending himself to a transcendant notion of 

God. We see in Frank1 a strong element of CO-creative potentiai in humanity, a CO-creativity that 

accepts responsibility as a pre-condition for fieedom. The notion of discovering meaning has a 

strong similarity to the Christian notion of vocatio, or c d  where the journey metaphor is realized 

and God is seen as calling the person forward to new tasks and purposes. It is a strong eIement in 

seeing potential in the rnidst of grief and loss. Even though what has been loved is lost, and even 

though there is pain and suffering, there is also creative potentiai for the present as weii as the 

füture. 

Hall, from a Christologicai point of view, emphasizes God's self-identification with 

suffering humanity. He ernphasizes that things are seldom perfect and God is present with us, even 

in times of tremendous pain and suffering. From an experiential point of view, 1 have noticed that 

the times in my own l ie  when 1 was experiencing grief were consequently times when 1 felt most 

spiritually needy and open to the presence of God. I have firther noticed within pastoral rninistry 

that when people go through an experience of grief, ofien theological questions come forth, 

particularly questions of theodicy. Haü's thrology of the Cross allows for serious cnticism of a 

triumphaiistic theology that seeks to quickly fast-forward to the Resurrection without addressing 

present implications for the Incarnation. 

When people encounter grief, the church has a pastoral opportunity to be present with 
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them in their experience, aiiowing them the space to ask questions as weii as seek answers. The 

bea model, it seems, at this acute stage is a rniniary of presence lending support and a liaening 

ear. I see this model articulateci in Hall's theology. Further d o m  the road, there will be time for 

the person to fùrther examine a creative future. Frankl's semch for meaning well suits itself to this 

reflection and integration with an eye to the future. 

The search for meoning is at the heart of human spiritual need. Often this naturai search 

takes on heightened reality during a time of intense grief and loss. This is perhaps the "silver 

lining" of the loss expenence because it is precisely then that we become more open to the 

movement of God towards us. Bereavement seems to have, as a built-in component, the desire for 

meaning and wholeness: "As a deer longs for flowing streams, so my sou1 longs for you, O God" 

(Psalm 12: 1). 

As previously stated, the search for meming is often heightened in the experience of loss. 

This is not to Say that one has to experience loss only through physical death of a loved one. The 

experience of death is perhaps one of the most universal experiences. In the Greek New 

Testament, the word apoihmi is used by Jesus to refer to death. This term has a more inclusive 

content than the mere death of the body which is nekros. This is an important and yet subtle 

differentiation reminding us that in Me, we experience many deaths and many losses. 1 have found 

in my pastoral experience that many feel a need to explore the rneaning of death in an attempt to 

understand the expenence. Even in the midst of despair, the Christian faith holds that death does 

not have the final Say. As the bereaved explore death, what ofien happens is that they begin to 



explore the meaxting of their own lives. 

C. Ministering To Those Who Grieve 

1s there something 1 can do? This is often the question asked by well-meaning people in 

response to the bereaved and it is tembly important to offer support and assistance at this time. 

However, I am convinceci that one must be sensitive and should not attempt to put the pieces of 

the puzzle together for others but rather give those who grieve a ministry of presence, realizing 

that when it cornes to allowing people to express their grief and move through the experience, 

casual advice doesn't help. Hall's theology of the Cross, in reference to the experience of 

negation, is helpfbl here. As previously discussed, Hall's greatest strength is how he articulates 

God's present care to those who suffer. The ministry of support is especially crucial in the first 

stages of the grief process, in supporting a person in overcoming the initial shock of Ioss. Grief 

counselling or support groups can often help the person regain a sense of personal equilibrium. 

Taking time to listen not only to the person who is gieving but also encouraging them to take 

time to listen to themselves and to see God's care and concem around them, are two important 

ingredients of the rninistry of presence. 

Coming face to face with grief has a way of opening up questions of meaning even in the 

most scepticai or perhaps most non God-conscious person. Loss of a loved one often leaves such 

a void which al1 the activity in the world just can't seem to fill. It's within this void that a person 

can step into an encounter with the secachfor meming. From a Christian point of view, this 



search is contexhiaiized within the Iife and ministry of Jesus Christ. In the Christian tradition, 

pastoral care seeks to assist people to deepen their reiationship with God and with other human 

beings. Each one of us experiences this search for relationship fiom within Our own contexts. It is 

through just such events of grief that we can experience an expanded spirituai capacity. Out of 

respect for this dynamic and the integrity of the person, the best way to assist another is dways to 

adopt the role of "visitor", respecting the boundaies that the other places upon their own grief. 

Through this r e s p d l  care, the griever will receive space to move beyond the initial shock 

toward acceptance of their loss in the the-fiame that they need. 

The experience of loss can work to bring about an increased sensitivity to deeper 

questions of rneaning and spirituai whoIeness. The assistance of a pastoral counsellor as a 

sensitive listener, in hearing the story of Ioss, can ailow questions of meaning to surface in their 

discussions and look for moments of grace, echoing signs of hope and of transformation. Within 

this process, there can be a search for rneaning, a search for the presence of God who is already 

there. In order to do this, the person extending pastoral care to the giever needs patience and 

hope. 

Human nature desires the famiiiar. When life as we have experienced it breaks down, often 

Our first response is to try to fix things as quickly and as painlessly as possible. Hal1 reminds us 

that things wiii not aiways work out the way we want and sometimes, there may not be any 

answers. 



D. Conclusion 

In the midst of the experience of loss, we can encounter the mystery of life and the 

mystery of Our faith. Often when we experience grief, questions of meaning will corne forth. 

Questions of why are, for the most part, beyond Our human ability to understand, and although 

perhaps therapeutically good to ask, will seldom bnng any concrete answers. Perhaps, then, we 

are asking the wrong question. Perhaps the question is not why, but hou? and where. Hail 

addresses the question Where is Godis the mi& of this ? by answering that God is with us, 

Imrnanuel. Frankl answers the question huw by refiaming it into how one makes rneaning and 

sees creative, attitudinal possibilities for moving through one's conditions, not being defeated by 

thern. Perhaps this is where Frankl and Hall both inform the journey metaphor - Gid is with us in 

al1 that we face and calls us forward to journey with Him. 

Grief cm open us up to question Our preconceived notions about ourselves and God. 

When that which is familiar is taken away, Our familiar secure ways of understanding life are 

challenged and refi-arned. 

Questioning is good because, in the search for answers, we will fhd new treasures of 

which we had no previous knowledge. Grief is an experience in a person's life when questions 

about meaning will begin to surface. In expenencing loss, questions about God begin to surface 

and a process of searching will begin or perhaps be reshaped and intensified. This seeking will 

cause us to encounter God in deeper and more profound ways. This search for meaning in grief is 



a joumey which takes a Metirne to pursue. 

Pastoral care for the bereaved should take into account this experïence as a moment of 

grace when, those who we rninister to, can expenence a spiritual quest. Surely our response to 

this reaiity should be to foster the quest. "In the midst of Me we are in death, of whom may we 

seek for succour, but of thee, O Lord" (Book of Common Prayer, p. 601). Grace can surely be 

expenenced even in the midst of pain and sorrow. Cod is most surely with us in dl that we face. 

God's spirit is present to us even in the depths of pain, offering a joumey toward deeper 

relationships, with self, others and God. We are with God, by grace, CO-workers even when we 

feel as if we are certain to fa], or be crushed. In this mystery, God is at work and there is hope 

for healing and transformation. For me, the following expresses this interface between Hall and 

Frankl. 

"See, the home of G d  is among mortais. 
He wil l  &el2 with them as their God; 
rhey will be his peoples. 
mzd G d  himself will be wzth hm; 
He will wipe awuy a12 teurs from their eyes. 
Death will be no more; 
mm~nzing and crying will be no more, 
for the first things have pussed away " 
And the One who is seated i r p ~  the thrme said, 
Tee, 1 am making all things new" 

(Rev. 21:3b-5a) 
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